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ABSTRACT
In this lightning talk, we will solicit input from the SPLICE community on an effort to collect and curate analyses for programming log
data. The talk will explore what a repository of CS educational data
mining (CSEDM) tools might look like. It will focus on the challenge presented by the diversity of programming log data, which
can vary in granularity, which events are recorded, and programming language features. We will present an initial effort to organize
analyzes according to the attributes of data that they require.

1

INTRODUCTION

The goal of this lightning talk is to seek input from the SPLICE community around two questions: 1) What are the most useful things
that researchers have done with students’ programming log data,
and 2) How can we curate these efforts to enable other researchers
to replicate and build on that work? A hypothetical repository of
CS educational data mining (CSEDM) tools might include metrics
that predict student success (e.g. [1, 8, 20]), data-driven tools that
help us understand, visualize or support student programming (e.g.
[5, 18]), and methods to model student knowledge that inform task
selection and provide feedback to the learners (e.g. [3, 21]). Such
a collection, along with the growing availability of programming
data for research (e.g. [2, 7, 9, 12]), would offer an opportunity
to evaluate the generalizability of prior findings across datasets,
to reuse tools across classrooms, or to validate predictive models
across populations. It could help to address existing challenges with
carrying out this work, which has historically required extensive
collaboration (e.g. in [7, 19]). In this talk we will explore what a
repository of CSEDM tools might look like, and focus on one particular challenge to implementing it: describing the data attributes
that are required by CSEDM tools and present in datasets.

2

VISION FOR A CSEDM REPOSITORY

Efforts to replicate analysis of programming data have historically
taken two approaches. The more common is to share datasets (e.g.
[2, 10, 13]), allowing for secondary analysis by other researchers.
While this is a critical effort that promotes collaboration and replication, it has limitations. Many datasets cannot be shared due to
privacy or ethical concerns. Effective data sharing also requires effort on the part of the data provider to carefully document the data,
and support the data consumer as challenges arise. Even when this
is done well, researcher performing this secondary analysis still lose
some critical context when using data they did not collect, which
is often important for interpreting results. A second approach is to
share analysis code and tools. This allows collaboration even when
data cannot be shared and empowers new researchers to build on
the state-of-the-art using their own datasets. While it is common
for researchers to release the source code for their tools, it is much

rarer to see them reused in practice, since the tools often require
new users to adapt the code to their own data and to understand the
tools’ inputs and outputs. To overcome these challenges, a CSEDM
tool repository would need the following:
1. A shared data format. A standardized format to represent
programming log data, such as ProgSnap2 [15], can make it easier
to share data and analysis code. In theory, a researcher who uses the
ProgSnap2 format could release their analysis code (e.g. to calculate
a metric that quantifies students’ difficulty with syntax errors [8]),
and any other researcher using the ProgSnap2 format could run that
analysis code on their own datasets. ProgSnap2 consists primarily
of a MainTable with rows for events (e.g. Compile) and columns for
properties of those events (e.g. SubjectID, CompileMessageType).
It can also support Link Tables that hold auxilary data, such as a
mapping from AssignmentIDs to their respective descriptions.
2. A central analysis repository. LearnSphere’s Tigris platform (learnsphere.org) provides a way for researchers to share and
browse analysis code and apply it across datasets. The platform
already contains reusable components for general analysis (e.g.
logistic regression) and educational data mining (e.g. student modeling). While authoring a CSEDM tool as a Tigris component does
create some overhead for the author, it also helps to standardize
tool documentation, inputs and outputs, and allows components to
be chained together into sharable workflows. Possible components
in a CSEDM repository might include:
• Metrics, that summarizes the behavior of a student, a problem,
or an entire dataset with as a numeric value.
• Visualizations that capture such behavior as a figure.
• Models that can be trained on the data and used to describe it
succinctly or predict new behavior (e.g. student outcomes).
• Data-driven tools that use the data to offer some service to
the student or teacher.
3. A vocabulary for required data attributes. Even when programming datasets use a shared format, in practice many analyses
can only be run on datasets that capture specific information (e.g.
compilation or keystroke events), or have specific properties (e.g.
programs are written in Java). Programming data is rich and diverse, and datasets vary dramatically in granularity (keystrokes to
submissions), size (tens to millions of programs), and programming
context (compiled or interpreted; textual or block-based). While a
common format makes it easier to identify this information, it is not
explicitly represented, making it difficult to know which CSEDM
tools can be applied to a given dataset, or conversely, which of
the existing programming datasets can be used in a comparative
analysis that relies on a given analysis (e.g. [7]).
Specifically, we define an attribute as a property of a dataset
that is required to perform an analysis. Ideally, attributes should
describe low-level properties of the data, rather than what can be
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calculated from these properties. For example, one analysis may
take as input the mean number of attempts students made on each
problem, while another may require the number of problems attempted. However, both of these values can be calculated if the
dataset records “Submit” events, which would make a more appropriate attribute. As a starting point, this talk will define four types
of attributes (tied to elements of a ProgSnap2 dataset [15]), and
explore them through case studies:
• Events: Types of events, e.g. Submit, Compile.Error.
• Columns: Properties of events that must be recorded for
each one, e.g. SubjectID, Score.
• Snapshot Properties: Requirements of captured code snapshots, e.g. language (Java) or granularity (edit-level).
• Link Tables: Additional data about the programming context, linked to specific columns in the dataset, e.g. knowledge
components or test cases for problems.

3 CASE STUDIES
3.1 Compilation Error Metrics
One active area of CSEDM research is compilation error metrics,
such as the Error Quotient (EQ) [8], Watwin Score [20] and Repeated Error Density (RED) [1] metric. These metrics attempt to
characterize the extent to which a given student struggles with
syntax errors over a period of time as a single numeric value, and
have been found to correlate with students’ course outcomes. All
three of these metrics require similar information about students’
compilation behavior:
• Compile and Compile.Error Events: A record of each time
a student compiles their code, and any associated errors
• SubjectID and ProblemID Columns: For each event, which
student and problem it was associated with
• CompileMessageData Column: For each compile event,
the specific compiler message shown to student
Importantly, while these approaches have very similar objectives,
their data requirements differ. Calculating the Watwin score [20],
for example, additionally requires information on when students
run their code (Run.Program events), on which line of code compilation errors occurred (SourceLocation column) and an exact
Timestamp column for each event. This demonstrates how data
requirements can help identify applicable CSEDM approaches.

3.2

Modeling Student Knowledge

Student knowledge modeling is a powerful data mining technique
that can be used to predict students’ success on future problems1 ,
enable mastery learning [4], understand students’ difficulties [17],
and reflect that knowledge back to students [3]. Basic student modeling approaches only require a record of students’ attempts at
each problem, and whether each attempt was successful, which
we can represent with the Submit event, along with the columns:
SubjectID, ProblemID and Score (the correctness of the submission). However, to be effective, these techniques also require that
each problem be labeled with one or more skills, or “knowledge
components” (KCs), that it practices. This is a different kind of
requirement that is most easily represented as a LinkTable [15]
1 For

example, the CSEDM Data Challenge: go.ncsu.edu/data-challenge
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that maps ProblemIDs to their respective knowledge components.
Alternatively, some authors have tried inferring these KCs automatically from student code, rather than requiring prespecified KC
[17, 21]. This does not require a LinkTable, but it does introduce
new requirements, such as the need to including the code itself (as
a CodeStateID). Analyses that operate on code snapshots may require additional Snapshot Properties such as a specific programming
language (e.g. Java, as in [21]) or the ability to represent the code
as an abstract syntax tree (AST; e.g. in [17]).

3.3

Visualizing Student Progress

Visualizing how students navigate and solve programming problems can help identify important patterns and inform instruction.
For example, prior work has visualized how individual students
add and remove programming concepts over time [6], the paths
that groups of students take when solving a programming problem
[11], and how this “state space” can be discretized for increased
interpretability [22]. These approaches have fewer data attribute
requirements in common, though they each require SubjectID,
ProblemID, and CodeStateID columns. Notably, visualization approaches can analyze data at different levels of detail, but are usually
more effective with finer-grained snapshots (e.g. Edit-level). We
can describe this property by specifying a required snapshot Granularity, such as Submission, Run, Save, Edit or Keystroke level data.

3.4

Data-driven Hint Generation

Many CSEDM tools are designed to automatically generate programming hints or feedback for students using a dataset of prior
student programming logs [16, 18] (c.f. [14]). These tools differ
from the other CSEDM approaches discussed here, since they are
not designed for analysis, but rather to interact with the student
through an interface. Still, including them in a CSEDM repository
and identifying the dataset attributes they require could enable
their wider dissemination. The ITAP hint generation algorithm
[18] demonstrates another example of a LinkTable requirement,
since like many hint generation algorithms, it relies on a set of
test cases for a given problem to verify the correctness of code
snapshots, including newly generated snapshots not found in the
original dataset. These could be included as LinkTable requirement
that maps ProblemIDs to test case code.

4

SUMMARY

Table 1 in Appendix A summarizes the attributes in 4 categories
that we have identified, and identifies which analyses require each
of these attributes. This helps us to identify important attributes
that should always be logged, such as the SubjectID, ProblemID
and CodeStateID columns, and others that are often useful, such as
Submit events and the Score column. It also suggests which analyses will be easiest to compare across datasets, since they have few
requirements. For example, the compilation error metrics should be
easy to reproduce across datasets, allowing us to verify the generalizability of their claims to predict student outcomes (work which
has already started [7]). As we have argued, this is an important
step for creating a curated repository of useful CSEDM analysis
code.
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Table 1: For each CSEDM analysis discussed in Section 3 (columns), this table summarizes the required data attributes (rows).
Analyses and attributes are both grouped by category.
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